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Foreword
Momentum for supply chain sustainability is gaining steam. Companies are extending environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) practices into their supply chains, not only to mitigate costs from hidden 
ESG risks but also to capitalize on opportunities. While implementation remains a challenge, companies 
are making considerable progress to turn their ESG supply chain commitments into a reality.
 
In our previous white paper ‘Extending ESG Best Practices Into the Supply Chain’, we reflected on the 
growing importance of ESG supply chain and provided a comprehensive overview of the ESG supply chain 
landscape–the driving forces, recent developments, and industry best practices.
 
This white paper continues the narrative by providing senior executives and board members with 
concrete case studies that showcase how companies are addressing the inherent challenges associated 
with ESG supply chain integration and developing robust ESG supply chain management processes. We 
also elaborate on how collaboration is bringing companies a step closer to their ESG supply chain targets. 
We conclude with sharing insights on how we are bringing together all the learnings and best practices to 
create Avetta’s new ESG management tool.

We at Avetta believe supply chain sustainability can drive long-term value. Through our new, 
one-of-a-kind ESG Solution, we are helping our enterprise clients and suppliers integrate ESG through 
various stages of sustainability maturity. The tool is a combined effort after months of drawing inputs 
from standard-setting bodies, consultants, and corporate clients.
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Supply chain sustainability: 
Moving from ‘why’ to ‘how’
As ESG moves from niche to mainstream, supply chains–where most of the ESG footprint lies–will remain 
a key area of focus for the senior leadership and board. However, the journey to supply chain sustainability 
is not without challenges. In our white paper ‘Extending ESG Best Practices Into the Supply Chain’, we 
surveyed companies on their ESG supply chain programs and found a lack of in-house understanding of 
the importance of ESG issues within the supply chain to be the biggest challenge. Companies also found 
themselves at a disadvantage because of sub-par ESG awareness of their suppliers and the obscurity of 
their supply chain networks.

Despite the challenges, demand from investors, regulators, and consumers and heightened scrutiny of 
corporate greenwashing is driving supply chain sustainability to a tipping point. Collaboration among 
companies, suppliers, customers, industry experts, and academia is fostering innovative solutions to 
supply chain sustainability. Many ESG supply chain best practices have emerged, steering the 
development of nascent ESG supply chain programs. As conversation advances from ‘why’ to ‘how’ and 
ESG supply chain commitments grow multifold, ESG supply chain leaders are employing a variety of 
approaches to make their supply chain resilient, sustainable, and inclusive, and mitigating greenwashing 
risks.
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Companies are setting clear supply chain sustainability targets to report 
quantifiable progress.

Companies are imposing ESG supply chain requirements through formal contracts.

Companies are establishing adequate governance structures.

Companies are creating incentives to improve ESG supply chain performance.

Companies are assessing, managing, and monitoring ESG supply chain risks.

Companies are enhancing supply chain traceability and transparency.

Companies are engaging with suppliers.
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While a standardized ESG supply chain integration approach does not exist, companies can tailor 
industry guidance to fit their needs. In its report ‘The Net-Zero Challenge: The Supply Chain Opportunity 
2021’, the World Economic Forum provides a step-by-step guide for senior leadership. While these 
recommendations pertain to supply chain decarbonization, we believe they form a sound basis for ESG 
supply chain integration at a broader level across ESG issues.

Nine supply chain initiatives chief executive o�cers 
should push for

3

4

Push Ecosystems

7

8

Create transparency

1

2

Engage suppliers

5

6

Enable your organization

9

We engaged with our enterprise clients to dig deeper into what ESG supply chain integration looks like at 
companies across industries and provide our readers a mosaic of different approaches that companies 
are taking to strengthen and future-proof their supply chains.

Source: Based on recommendations provided by the World Economic Forum in its report 'The 
Net-Zero Challenge: The Supply Chain Opportunity 2021'.

Build a material ESG 
baseline and exchange data 
with suppliers

Set ambitious ESG targets 
and publicly report progress

Optimize for ESG

Integrate ESG metrics in 
procurement standards and 
track performance

Work with suppliers to address 
their ESG performance

Introduce ESG governance to 
align internal incentives and 
empower your organization 

Redesign products for 
sustainability

Design value chain/sourcing 
strategy for sustainability

Engage in sector initiatives for best 
practices, certification, advocacy..

Scale-up ‘buying groups’ to amplify 
demand-side commitments



CRH is a global leader in sustainable building materials and solutions. To 
contribute towards a sustainable future, CRH focuses on six priority areas—safety, 
environment, people, products, collaboration, and integrity. Through its 
sustainability initiatives, the company aims to eliminate fatalities in any calendar 
year, become carbon neutral by 2050, reduce the carbon intensity of cement by 
33% and achieve 33% female leadership by 2030, and derive 50% of revenue from 
products with enhanced sustainability attributes by 2025. 

Taking both a risk and opportunity perspective, CRH employs a variety of tools to manage ESG risks, 
capitalize on ESG opportunities, and extract value from both financial and sustainability standpoint. 
Through its ‘Know Your Supplier’ due diligence system, CRH requires its suppliers to sign the Supplier Code 
of Conduct. The company also relies on the due diligence system to obtain third-party supplier-related data 
related to financial risk, sanctions screening, and adverse media and address ESG issues. CRH works with 
the local teams to conduct stakeholder engagement and understand key ESG risks and priorities, provide 
responsible procurement training and awareness, and set up necessary ESG supply chain processes and 
systems. Taking a matrix approach towards procurement, CRH uses heat maps to classify its suppliers into 
12 assessment criteria such as health and safety, human and labor rights, environment, climate change, 
and governance, understand the footprint of procurement spend, assess risks in line with ISO 20400, 
generate risk profiles, and recommend toolkits and solutions based on the risk profile. In tandem with risk 
management, CRH also explores business opportunities that contribute to a sustainable built environment, 
such as recycled asphalt pavements, permeable paving, renewable energy structures, lower carbon 
products, precast concrete solutions, and glazing systems.

Case studies: 
ESG supply chain integration in action
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Our customers and stakeholders want assurance that the products we 
supply are produced in a responsibility way. In order to make an 
impact on issues in our supply chain we have embedded a 
sustainability approach in our sourcing strategy.

Sustainable
procurement
strategy

Pathway to impact

CRH
Group Policy

Monitoring 
the Drivers Enablers

Risks and 
Priority Analysis

Sourcing 
Process

Clear and robust 
policies and standards 

that reflect best 
standards. Our Supplier 
Code of Conduct (SCoC) 
is available on crh.com

Creating a compelling 
argument of how and why 
improved sustainability is 

good for business and how 
it delivers value for 

stakeholders beyond 
financial benefits.

Developing processes that 
enable our procurement 

teams, sourcing specialists 
and suppliers to meet our 

evolving requirements.

Identifying the risks and 
prioritising areas for 

improvement for specific 
commodities

Integrating safer, fairer, 
clearer and better 

performance in all of our 
procurement and buying 

activities

Pathway to impact

By integrating sustainability 
requirements at the start of the tender 

stage we are able to mitigate risks more 
effectively than after the event

Packaging

Chemicals

IT & Telecom
Building components & 
Manufacturing Materials

Energy

General Services

Mobile Equipment

Production Equipment

Raw Materials

Logistics Services
Maintainance & 
Production Services
Facilities Management 
& Estates
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2%

5%

1%

8%

9%

8%

6%

5%

18%

20%

14%

4%

Reduced Risk

Sustainability and innovation are 
increasingly liked and often lead to lower 

total cost of operation solutions.

Procurement creates a critical 
narrative that can demonstrate trust 
and deeper relationships with both 

customers and suppliers 

Innovation Collaboration
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While CRH is an industry-leader in supply chain sustainability, the company acknowledges that the sheer 
size and complexity of its supply chain - comprising 118,000 suppliers spanning across 30 countries—is a 
challenge when executing its sustainability strategy. Additionally, supplier categories such as Logistics 
Services and Maintenance & Production services, that made up 34% of CRH’s spend in 2020, are prone to 
long tails. The company overcomes such challenges by automating its due diligence processes and 
concentrating on critical suppliers. 

CRH incorporates human rights considerations into its Supplier Code of Conduct and other organizational 
policies. The company publishes an annual ‘Commitment to Human Rights’ Modern Slavery Statement 
elaborating on how it is addressing human rights issues. Through due diligence and a suite of factory 
audits, CRH closely monitors salient impact areas—be it safety and employment conditions of employees 
and contractors working on its sites, health of communities living close to its materials activities’ sites, or 
labor rights of those working in its extended supply chain—to identify where the social issues are the most 
prominent within an organization. The company also evaluates country-specific and commodity-specific 
human rights risks, consulting subject-matter experts where required. To further integrate human rights 
into its business fabric, CRH educates procurement teams on the spectrum of human rights and provides 
suppliers with access to a 24/7 grievance hotline.

To address broader industry-level challenges, CRH actively participates in a variety of industry initiatives. 
In its role as a founding member of the Global Cement and Concrete Association (GCCA), CRH has partnered 
with peers to improve health and safety across the building materials value chain. It also collaborated with 
GCCA members to launch the ‘Road Safety Handbook’, seeking to improve road safety by promoting better 
transport standards.

Protecting and upholding human rights
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As a part of its Supplier, Diversity, Inclusion & Sustainability 
(SDI&S) strategy, Entergy aims to become a premier utility 
industry supply chain organization that consistently operates 
with social, environmental, and economic responsibility.  
Through the SDI&S strategy, the utility engages, encourages, and 
enables its suppliers to progress towards the company’s vision 
through a common code of conduct, collaborative efforts and 
shared tools and practices.

Entergy has developed strong supply chain ESG monitoring approaches and is on the path to becoming an 
industry leader in integrating ESG into the supply chain. The company has addressed its challenges with 
reporting and external auditing of ESG supply chain data by developing ESG KPIs for supply chain, adding 
sustainability KPIs to its vendor scorecards, and building an integrated supply chain scorecard.

Supplier Diversity & Sustainability is one of the top five priorities of Entergy’s supply chain management 
strategy. As a part of the strategy, the company renewed emphasis on the elevation of local, diverse, and 
sustainable suppliers. The Supplier Diversity & Sustainability team will develop and enable enterprise-wide 
corporate responsibility strategies for a managed spend portfolio of $5 billion across the company’s Power 
Generation, Transmission, Distribution, Renewables, Nuclear, and Capital Projects business functions. This 
department will represent Entergy in the community, partnering with key agencies, suppliers, and industry 
organizations to integrate and advance this core focus area on the journey to becoming the premier utility

Fostering supplier diversity

Provide Governance and 
Oversight as a Value System 

Owner enabling a leader 
standard on behalf of Entergy 
and its four key stakeholders

Partner with the business to develop 
an integrated Supplier Diversity and 

Sustainability strategy; Jointly 
owned and executed.

Drive corporate alignment, 
awareness, and understanding of 

Entergy’s commitment to equity and 
supplier diversity and development

Support investors requirements 
enabling access to capital toward 

strategic capital investments.

Unlock supply chain’s full 
potential to speed up delivery of 
the outcomes and objectives of 

Entergy’s ESG strategy.

Roles of the Supplier Diversity & Sustainability Team
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This program is designed to identify and develop a robust population of safe, competent and competitive 
suppliers capable of meeting the company’s various business needs as we power life for our stakeholder 
groups. Entergy is committed to supplier diversity by incorporating a focus on supplier diversity strategy 
into the overall company strategy. Divers suppliers provides a variety of products and services that support 
the company’s investments across our different business functions. Entergy makes a concerted effort to 
ensure that diverse suppliers are included in all applicable sourcing opportunities. In 2019, Entergy:

Entergy’s supplier diversity and development program:

Spent more than $667 
million with approximately 

720 diverse firms.

Was recognized as 
Corporation of the Year

Had a supply chain team member 
recognized as Buyer of the Year by 

the Southern Region Monitory 
Supplier Development Council

Received nominations from the 
Women Business Enterprise Council’s 
Southern affiliate for Corporation and 

Advocate of the Year 

For 2020, Entergy had set a diverse spend target of 14% of managed spend

Source: Entergy website (2021)

When managing supplier diversity, enabling local suppliers has been a challenge. The company is working 
to define the terms and parameters around what constitutes a ‘local service or product provider’, and then 
further benchmarking such providers against peers to set standards. Entergy’s governing bodies                    
and customer advocate groups are actively funneling capital and opportunities into the local               
communities it services.
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Overall improvement in Entergy’s 
benchmarking efforts with the Dow 
Jones Sustainability Index, Carbon 
Disclosure Project, Edison Electric 

Institute, and Electric Power Research 
Institute, that impact its financial 
community; YOY improvement in 

external ESG disclosure assessment 

Percentage of suppliers who 
improved their sustainability 

assessment on a YOY basis

Number of supply chain employees 
trained in sustainability

Number of suppliers who 
completed the Code of Conduct 

attestation/acknowledgement

Number of supplier engagements 
related to sustainability

Number of supply chain 
employees dedicated to supply 
chain sustainability

Tracking of GHG emissions, 
emission mitigation commitments, 
and other scope 1, 2, and 3 
emissions from the supply base

Improving supply chain sustainability: Next steps
Entergy believes its work on ESG supply chain supports all its stakeholders. Having in place a platform 
that draws active participation from all suppliers will help it efficiently track supplier performance on 
ESG and report to its investors, customers, communities, and employees. Entergy is looking to grow its 
reporting and transparency capabilities around:

Supplier GHG emissions and 
emission mitigation commitments

Waste and water 
management

Supplier alignment with UN 
Sustainable Development Goals 

and UN Global Compact

Key measures of success
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Source: HeidelbergCement Sustainability Report 2020

Responsible sourcing and supplier sustainability are 
integral components of HeidelbergCement’s 2030 
sustainability commitments. Through its Global Supplier 
Sustainability Initiative, the company aims to increase 
supply chain transparency to measure and improve its 
sustainability performance.

HeidelbergCement works with Avetta to enforce supplier compliance with its Code of Conduct and 
sustainability requirements. As a part of its Supplier Sustainability Initiative, HeidelbergCement performs 
both sustainability assessments and on-site audits. While the assessment phase evaluates adherence to 
the UN Global Compact principles, the Supplier Code of Conduct, and the local regulations, on-site audits 
delve deeper into suppliers’ practices.

Because of the size and diversity of its supplier base, the company finds it challenging to subject all its 
suppliers to the same set of ESG requirements. Small-scale suppliers lack the capacity and budget to 
cater to large ESG management programs. HeidelbergCement’s internal supplier management platform 
addresses this issue by onboarding such suppliers and requesting compliance with the most important 
ESG requirements.

Decarbonizing the supply chain
HeidelbergCement aims to offer carbon-neutral concrete across its product portfolio by 2050, at the 
latest. On its path to decarbonization, the company has set an intermediate 2025 target to reduce its 
specific net CO2 emissions per tonne of cement by 30% compared with 1990 levels. To achieve its climate 
action targets, HeidelbergCement is employing a variety of approaches such as the increased use of 
alternative fuels and secondary cementitious materials, and Carbon Capture and Storage. 

2018 2019 2020

598.6 589.4 576.0

22.0% 24.0% 25.7%

74.7 74.5 74.3

Climate protection

Specific net CO2 emissions 
(kg CO2 per tonne of cementitious materials)

Alternative Fuel rate

Clinker ratio

While the company can measure, report, and manage scope 1 and scope 2 emissions, it is yet to identify 
levers to reduce its scope 3 emissions effectively, given the absence of reliable and comparable 
measurement approaches.
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Promoting supply chain sustainability 
through collaboration
As a founding member of the Concrete Sustainability Council, HeidelbergCement joined forces with 
cement and concrete firms, industry associations, and certification bodies and played a leading role in the 
development of a certification system for responsibly sourced concrete. The certification considers social, 
economic, and environmental aspects along the entire supply chain, including concrete manufacturers 
and cement and aggregates producers. 

As a founding member of the Concrete Sustainability Council, we 
contributed significantly to the development of a new 
certification system for sustainably produced concrete, which 
was introduced at the beginning of 2017 and has been 
continuously developed since then. With the certification of 
concrete, taking into account social, economic, and 
environmental aspects along the value chain, we aspect to see 
greater acceptance of the product and the entire industry.

Source: HeidelbergCement Sustainability Report 2020

Bringing transparency 
to the production process

In 2020, concrete plants in Germany, Italy, and Netherlands were 
certified, as were cement plants in Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Turkey, and Italy, and sand and gravel plants in Germany. The 
German subsidiary Heidelberger Sand und Kies GmbH was the 
first company worldwide to receive the highest CSC certification 
level (Platinum) for 11 of its production sites. 

New Gold and Platinum 
CSC certifications 

As more and more suppliers undertake the certification, HeidelbergCement expects to see greater 
acceptance regarding the sustainability potential of the concrete industry.
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Avetta’s approach to ESG supply 
chain integration

Leveraging its unique position as the interface between clients and their suppliers, Avetta is moving the 
needle on supply chain sustainability. In line with our ESG commitments, we have partnered with leading 
ESG standard-setting bodies and consultants to build Avetta ESG Solution - a multi-industry, material 
assessment of suppliers’ ESG processes and practices. Avetta ESG Solution embeds the most updated ESG 
standards and industry best practices. 

Through the ESG Solution, Avetta aims to drive positive and financially material impacts across our clients’ 
supply chain ESG operations. The solution allows corporations to gain visibility on the ESG programs of 
both large, financially material, suppliers and ‘long-tail’ small and mid-size suppliers. 

Takes guidance from multiple, 
complementary ESG frameworks 

aligned to corporate ESG reporting

Focuses on industry materiality to 
accurately capture the most 
pertinent ESG supplier risks

Draws from a robust questionnaire 
of key universal ESG issues

Combined specificity and rigor to 
create a concise questionnaire 
that’s implementable by suppliers

Key Features

Introducing Avetta ESG Solution A
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Di�erentiating Factors

Flexibility 
Covers multiple 
standards and 

analytics reports

Single Platform
Manages all supply 

chain compliance in 
one location, 

lowering risk and 
administrative 

complexity

Coverage
Reaches various 

supplier types 
across trades and 

regions

Supplier Support
Provides free or 

discounted tools to 
vendors to help 

improve their 
maturity

Avetta ESG Solution Construction Methodology
Avetta ESG Solution is underpinned by four major considerations–ESG integration, risk management, 
corporate ESG alignment, and supplier engagement.

We leverage the most material, relevant ESG standards to assess 
suppliers on their ESG processes. Our KPIs give organizations an idea of 
their suppliers’ exposure and management on ESG-related issues.

ESG Integration

Our approach identifies the top material risk relevant to the 
supply chain industry and to each supplier based on their 

industry and region of operations.

Risk Management

Avetta’s ESG KPIs are well aligned to standards and frameworks 
that corporate clients use for reporting on their financially 
material ESG risks and opportunities.

Corporate ESG Alignment

To bridge the gap between organizations and their 
suppliers; our process not only increases transparency, but 

also educates suppliers on enhancing their ESG practices.

Supplier Engagement

For over a decade, Avetta has helped clients and suppliers manage the safety and compliance of their 
supply chain. This gives clients a stronger foundation as they expand their compliance requirements into 
the ESG and sustainability space. By utilizing the existing compliance structure, clients can easily outline 
and implement their sustainability goals. In addition, Suppliers, already accustomed to meeting client 
requirements, see lower costs by not having to work within multiple compliance systems. All of this results 
in great adoption rates and faster onboarding times. Avetta knows that sustainability is not a one-time 
project. As your supply chain priorities adapt, the Avetta solution adapts with you.



Balance between universal comparability and 
industry-speci�c materiality

Alignment to enterprise clients’ ESG reporting standards

While a company can face many ESG issues, each issue affects a company differently. For companies, it 
makes business sense to look at ESG risks that are material to the company’s financial condition or 
operating performance. However, ESG issues that are material to one industry might not be material to 
another industry. If suppliers were to be assessed solely on industry-specific materiality, ESG disclosures 
across industries would not be comparable. To allow comparability while providing a leeway for 
industry-specific materiality, the evaluation questions suppliers on general questions on key ESG issues 
and topics that cover fundamental business and systemic risks, and SASB Trade specific questions that 
capture material ESG risks tailored to the supplier's industry or trade.

15

The Avetta ESG Solution cross references globally accepted ESG standards and frameworks 
commonly used by corporations.

ESG
Standards

The tool allows enterprise clients to compile ESG data from suppliers seamlessly into corporate ESG reports. 
Given the alignment between supplier and corporate ESG reporting, companies can effectively 
communicate ESG supply chain issues to their investors and other stakeholders.
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Post-evaluation, the Solution enables both clients and suppliers to gain comprehensive overviews of the 
ESG performances. The client can look at each supplier’s absolute and peer benchmarked ESG 
performance and determine subsequent steps. Since our ESG evaluation is built to align to corporate ESG 
reporting methodologies, the ESG analytics has the dual advantage of being easily reportable to the 
organization’s sustainability or ESG department.
 
Likewise, suppliers get a clear, granular understanding of their ESG performance and rank. In case of poor 
ESG performance, this mechanism helps suppliers gain an understanding of material ESG risk exposure, 
address root underlying issues, and improve ESG management practices.

With Avetta, companies get the opportunity to leverage a highly configurable, award winning SaaS-based 
platform which serves as a one stop-shop for ESG, financial, health and safety and cybersecurity 
compliance. It allows companies to access a network of qualified suppliers, track compliance, measure 
performance, manage workforce through training and much more. 

Audits allow companies to manage ESG risks in the supply chain and provide suppliers with valuable 
feedback on areas of improvement. Using the Avetta ESG management system, enterprise clients can 
deploy deeper ESG audits and corrective actions to high-risk supply chain vendors. Depending on the 
material impact and the ESG maturity score, companies can prioritize suppliers in need of ESG audits.

ESG audits and corrective actions

ESG analyticsB
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Through the platform, companies can conduct both remote and onsite audits. ESG policy audits require 
financially material suppliers to provide online information on ESG policies and programs. Going further, 
ESG onsite audits help companies determine ESG compliance by verifying suppliers’ labor, health and 
safety, environment, and business practices through thorough onsite visits. Based on the audit report, 
suppliers are provided with corrective actions to mitigate ESG risks.

The Avetta ESG management system also helps companies monitor suppliers on specific ESG topics such as 
carbon emissions, air pollution, water consumption, and waste management. Companies can ask suppliers 
to collect and report emissions data as a part of ESG compliance. Through partnerships with relevant 
third-party auditing organizations, the system can determine the quality and accuracy of the reported data.

Our conversations with procurement leaders brought forward one key barrier hindering ESG supply chain 
integration - the suppliers’ unfamiliarity with ESG issues. Despite imposing ESG requirements through 
formal contracts, companies find suppliers falling short of their ESG expectations, primarily due to lack of 
clarity on how to approach ESG integration.

Avetta Marketplace addresses this information gap by providing suppliers with ESG education and 
resources. We believe the marketplace would prove valuable for small and mid-size suppliers with limited 
expertise, resources, and budget to successfully implement an ESG strategy. Besides gaining access to 
learning resources that explain the fundamentals of ESG integration, suppliers can connect to organizations 
that provide ESG services such as ESG reporting and GHG emissions calculation and monitoring. 

Supplier educationD



As the importance of supply chain sustainability becomes increasingly clear, senior executives are 
looking at ways to improve their ESG supply chain approaches. Moving beyond box-ticking, companies 
are working with their suppliers to understand limitations and design long-term mutually beneficial 
solutions. While finding answers might be an iterative process, companies are collaborating with various 
stakeholder groups–be it peers, industry associations, academia, or investors–opening a myriad of 
possibilities.

Avetta ESG Solution will strengthen these collective efforts by building the largest global network of ESG 
compliance and sustainable supply chain providers. The development of Avetta ESG Solution has been 
guided by conversations with ESG supply chain leaders, suppliers, and industry experts. It addresses the 
complexities of ESG supply chain integration by marrying rigor with industry-specific relevance and 
associated audits and improvement pathways. We are pleased to unveil a solution that meets the 
increasingly robust ESG standards and expectations of our enterprise clients without being prohibitively 
onerous or resource-intensive for suppliers. 

Making “trickle down sustainability” 
actually work
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Avetta connects global organizations with 150K + qualified suppliers, contractors, 
and vendors across 120+ countries. We support the continued growth of 500+ clients 
and their supply chains through trusted contractor prequalification, safety audits, 
monitoring, and more. With real results in reducing incidents, our highly configurable 
solutions elevate safety and sustainability in every workplace.

About Avetta
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Visit: https://www.avetta.com/ for more information
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